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Learn to use mathematical models as a tool for investigating biological questions 

Learn to develop and analyze models (second hour) 
Phase planes, steady states, stability, bifurcations, numerical integration. 

Both on paper and with a computer (R). 

Learn to rigorously interpret results from a mathematical  model 

Focus on populations (cells, prey & predators, bacteria, viruses, molecules) 
Not on neurobiology, space, transduction networks, …. 

Aim of this course



First 6 weeks Math-reader and the BM-book  
Last lecture and practical on Thursday Dec 21. 

Exam in week 7 (on Thursday January 11).  
Open book for math-reader only. 

After the exam the master students leave us 

Week 8-10 bachelor students work on a project and attend seminars. 
Week 10: open book exam and presentation of project (in English) 

Structure of this course







Mondays
13:15-15:00 Lecture and 15:00-17:00 Practical 

Tuesdays & Thursdays
9:00-11:00 Lecture,11:00-15:00 Practical, 15:00-17:00 Self Study time 

Read the book beforehand. Watch afterwards if necessary 

Practicals 
Make exercises in small groups. Ask for help from TAs! 

General program



Crash course into eigenvectors and eigenvalues required for stability analysis 
Understanding concepts more important than math skills 

Several tutorials to refresh your math skills (videos with script): 

Sketching functions with free parameters 
Solving equations composed of variables and free parameters 

Sketching nullclines and vector fields in phase spaces

Math and Tutorials



You are all supposed to know some R:
Grind: R-script to solve and fit ODEs and to perform phase plane analysis

A (very) short introduction to R
Paul Torfs & Claudia Brauer

Hydrology and Quantitative Water Management Group,
Wageningen University, The Netherlands

21 August 2018

1 Introduction

R is a powerful language and environment for statisti-
cal computing and graphics. It is a public domain (a
so called “GNU”) project which is similar to the com-
mercial S language and environment which was devel-
oped at Bell Laboratories (formerly AT&T, now Lu-
cent Technologies) by John Chambers and colleagues.
R can be considered as a di�erent implementation of
S, and is widely used as an educational language and
research tool.

The main advantages of R are the fact that R is
freeware and that there is a lot of help available on-
line. It is quite similar to other programming packages
such as MatLab (not freeware), but more user-friendly
than programming languages such as C++ or Fortran.
You can use R as it is, but for educational purposes we
prefer to use R in combination with the RStudio in-
terface (also freeware), which has an organized layout
and several extra options.

This document1 contains explanations, examples
and exercises, which can also be understood (hope-
fully) by people without any programming experi-
ence. Going through all text and exercises takes 1–2
hours. Examples of frequently used commands and
error messages are listed on the last two pages and
can be used as a reference while programming.

2 Getting started

2.1 Install R

To install R on your computer (legally for free!), go
to the home website of R2:

1The latest version of this document and additional self-
study modules are always published on www.github.com/
ClaudiaBrauer/A-very-short-introduction-to-R.

2The R website also hosts an older version of this document:
cran.r-project.org/doc/contrib/Torfs+Brauer-Short-R-
Intro.pdf.

www.r-project.org

and do the following (assuming you work on a win-
dows computer):

1. click download CRAN in the left bar
2. choose a download site
3. choose Windows as target operation system
4. click base
5. choose Download R 3.4.3 for Windows3 and

choose default answers for all questions

It is also possible to run R and RStudio from a USB
stick instead of installing them. This is useful when
you don’t have administrator rights on your computer.
See our separate note “How to use portable versions
of R and RStudio" for help on this topic.

2.2 Install RStudio

After finishing this setup, you should see an "R" icon
on you desktop. Clicking on this would start up the
standard interface. We recommend, however, to use
the RStudio interface.4 To install RStudio, go to:

www.rstudio.com

and do the following:

1. under Download RStudio, click Download
2. below RStudio Desktop (free), click Download
3. click the version for your operating system
4. download the .exe file and run it (choose default

answers for all questions)

2.3 RStudio layout

The RStudio interface consists of several windows (see
Figure 1).

3At the moment of writing 3.4.3 was the latest version.
Choose the most recent one.

4There are many other (freeware) interfaces, such as Tinn-R.

1

Install R and RStudio on your own device 

Read the first pages of the Grind tutorial (read it again while doing a project) 

Install the 3 required libraries (once). Source grind.R before you start (each time). 

We do provide a Mathematica notebook on analyzing the Lotka Volterra model 
(Wolfram alpha). 



Make a model

Chapter 13

Make a model

The ultimate aim of this course is that you learn to devise a natural mathematical model
describing the particular biological system you are interested in. In several of the exercises in
the previous chapters you have been challenged to translate a biological story into ODEs, and
subsequently analyze the steady states and the behavior of that model to test its validity, and
then explore what the model tells us about this particular biological system. Our procedure for
developing models was to write a mathematical term for each individual biological process, to
define simple concepts like “empty space” and the “concentration of EPO”, and to sketch simple
graphs for how each process depends on these concepts, and/or directly on the variables of the
model. In this chapter we focus just on this procedure for devising natural models for biological
populations. To avoid any distraction, these novel models will not be analyzed (this will be done
in some of the exercises in the other chapters). Here we will only need to explain the choices
we make, and discuss possible alternatives, to arrive at a reasonable model. Complex biological
systems can be translated into many di↵erent mathematical models, but only few of them will
be relevant and natural when our aim is to better understand the biological system.

13.1 Exercises

Question 13.1. Seedlings over-shadowed by adult plants
Consider a field in which the seeds of one particular plant species are sprouting from a large
slow seed bank. The seeds in the seed back are so long lived that the production of novel
seeds by the current population hardly matters. On a daily basis a few seed sprout from the
soil to form a small seedling that either dies or matures to become an adult plant (we ignore
seasonality). Adult plants die (and produce seeds), and have to be replaced by novel seedlings
that successfully mature. Since adult plants are larger than the small seedlings, seedlings growing
under the cover of adult plants will receive less sunlight, and hence mature slower than those
that directly exposed to the sun. Make a natural model for the number of seedlings and adult
plants in the field.

Question 13.2. Whales
Develop a simple model for a population of whales in the oceans. The special thing about
whales is that at low population densities the females face di�culties finding a male. Therefore
include the likelihood of finding a mate in your model. Also make sure that the population has
First define variables, processes, 

and then interaction functions



First define variables, processes, and then interaction functions





Similar models?

Progenitors of red blood cells (RBC) in the bone marrow. 
Release of RBC into the circulation depends on oxygen levels (EPO),  

i.e., on the concentration of circulating RBC. 

Thus high RBC (adults) levels repress formation of adults from progenitors 
(seedlings) 

Progenitor T cells maturing in the thymus, and emigrate into periphery. 
Successful entry into peripheral pool depends on the pool size. 

`Ecological’ models or thinking applying to populations of cells (and molecules)


